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2019 Member Honor Roll
•

PATRONS
o Beth Altenkirch
o April Harris
o Emil Posey

•

SUSTAINING MEMBERS
o Kevin Rodriguez
o Carol Codori

•

SUPPORTING MEMBERS
o Greg & Stephie Cousins
o John Scales

Special Notes:
A Tennessee Valley Civil War Round Table Bicentennial Salute to
“The CSS Alabama”
In November 1867, Rafael Semmes (pictured at left), the former
Captain of the CSS Alabama, was honored by the residents of
Huntsville when he presented his perspective on the cruise of the
internationally-renowned Confederate raider at the County
Court House. That Court House no longer exists, but the
Tennessee Valley Civil War Round Table, in conjunction
with the Early Works Constitution Park, as a Bicentennial
tribute will host Ed Semmes, the great, great, great
grandson of Captain Raphael Semmes, on Tuesday, July
16, 2019 at 6:00 PM at the remodeled Constitution Hall at
Constitution Park, 101-199 Gates Avenue SE. Relive the
internationally known, most feared, and famous American
raider in history. Participation is free. Arrive early, sample
a little Piper and Leaf tea, and become acquainted with the
refurbished Constitution Park.
William Marvel, of South Conway, New Hampshire reports in the Alabama
Encyclopedia that “between the summer of 1862 and the spring of 1864, the
Alabama captured 65 vessels flying the U.S. flag and sank one Union warship.
The Alabama was a media sensation and spread panic throughout the pro-Union
merchant fleet and distracted part of the U.S. Navy from the essential duty of
blockading southern ports.” Join us for this Bicentennial treat.
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Announcements:
Thursday July 11 our guest is Matt Spruill. He will address the Critical
Decisions at Stones River
The early part of 1862 provided the
Union with a series of significant
successes, but that summer there was a
resurgence of Confederate success. In the
Eastern Theater, Robert E. Lee’s army
escaped from potential destruction after
the Battle at Antietam and in December
delivered a devastating defeat to the Army
of the Potomac at Fredericksburg. In the
Western Theater early Union successes
also faded as Confederate armies escape
destruction in Kentucky and turned back
Ulysses Grant’s first campaign to capture
Vicksburg.
At the end of 1862 and the beginning of
1863, the Union Army of the Cumberland
and the Confederate Army of Tennessee
clashed along Stones River, just outside of
Murfreesboro, Tennessee. Union victory at
Colonel Matt Spruill Retired
this battle reversed the series of late 1862
Confederate victories. Stones River provided Abraham Lincoln with a military
and political victory, supported the Emancipation Proclamation, which went into
effect on January 1, 1863, and with the Union victory at Antietam, had an effect
on the British government’s discussion regarding recognition of the Confederacy.
Matt will discuss the critical decision that shaped the Battle of Stones River.
Critical decisions are those very few decisions that had a major impact on the
battle. They not only effected the events that immediately follow, but the course
of the battle from that point on. Had they not been made, then the Battle at
Stones River may have been different from the one we know today.
Matt Spruill is a retired U. S. Army colonel. Upon graduating from college, he
was commissioned a second lieutenant in the U. S. Army and spent the next 28
years serving throughout the United States, Vietnam, Germany, Japan, Italy,
and the Netherlands. He retired in 1992. He has spent the last three decades
studying, lecturing, and writing on the Civil War. Matt currently has ten books
in print and three second editions revisions. He has extensive experience
conducting tours, on-the-battlefield seminars, and staff rides and is a former
Gettysburg Licensed Battlefield Guide.
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He graduated from The Citadel with a BA-History and the University of
Missouri at Kansas City with a MA-History. He is a graduate of the U.S. Army
Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, KS, the U.S. Army War
College, Carlisle, PA, and the NATO Defense College, Rome, Italy. He was on the
faculty of the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College and the U.S. Army
War College.
He is the co-editor of the University of Tennessee Press’s prestigious new series
“Command Decisions in America’s Civil War”. His latest books are Decisions at
Stones River (2018), Decisions at Second Manassas (2018), Guide to the Battle of
Chickamauga (2018) and Decisions at Gettysburg (2019).
He and his wife, Kathy, live in Littleton, CO. They have three sons, three
daughters-in-law, eight grandchildren, and five great grandchildren.
LET’S VISIT NICK’s RISTORANTE

Say Hello to Nick of Nick's Resturante. It remains the #1
steakhouse in Northeast Alabama and now has the Best
Chef in the Valley as voted in the Planet.

Nick’s
Ristorante
remains the #1
steakhouse in
North
East Alabama
and now has
the Best Chef
in the Valley as
voted in The
Planet.

Kim Davis wins a
meal at Nick's.

We thank, Homewood Suites by Hilton, (714 Gallatin Street SW Huntsville)
for their support for the Round Table.
Dalton, Georgia Round Table Invitation
You and your family are cordially invited to a delicious potluck meal at the
Civil War Round Table of Dalton's annual summer picnic.
Rain or shine, we will gather at the Huff House, 314 N Selvidge St, Dalton,
GA 30270, at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday, July 20, 2019. If rain or temperatures
make the outdoors uncomfortable, we will eat inside and enjoy the airconditioned comfort of one of the most beautiful historic homes in Dalton.
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The CWRT will furnish the fried chicken and beverages, and everyone is
asked to bring a side dish and/or dessert of your choice.
TVCWRT Member Participates in the Gettysburg College Civil War Institute
In June, our own
Jeffrey Ewing, facilitator
for the Little Round
Table,
once
again
attended the summer
conference of the Civil
War
Institute
at
Gettysburg College, a
five-day program of oncampus lectures and offcampus bus tours. This
year Jeff was especially
impressed with featured
speaker Gary Gallagher –
noted Civil War author and history professor at the University of Virginia. One
of Gallagher's presentations included his biography of Porter Alexander, and he
made an excellent case for the Confederate artillerist being the most objective
first-hand authority on the war. Gallagher also participated in a panel discussion
of the recent book “Civil War Places” which he co-edited.
This and other lectures from the week can be viewed on C-SPAN3 – American
History TV:
https://www.c-span.org/video/?461565-12/civil-war-places
https://www.c-span.org/video/?461510-8/nat-turners-rebellion
https://www.c-span.org/person/?petecarmichael
Link to Civil War photos submitted by Emil Posey
Here's a link to some newly released CW photos from the library of
congress... it's a click through Civil War on History 101.com and may be of
interest
to
some.
Interesting
photos.
https://www.history101.com/civil-warphotos/?utm_source=talas&utm_campaign=Ra_TS_H101_US_D_civil-warphotos_v9_0503Breathtaking+Civil+War+Photos+Show+A+Different+Side+Of+America%27s+Wo
rst+War-https%3A%2F%2Fstorage.googleapis.com%2Fcawuploads%2F64edeedb853861e8c4581e706c4d5e8e.jpg&utm_term=foxnews5
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foxnews&utm_medium=Ra_TS_H101_US_D_civil-warphotos_v9_0503&utm_content=newnext
Civil War Round Table Leaders and Members are invited to St. Louis.
Leaders from Civil War round tables across the nation will gather in St. Louis,
Mo., September 20-22, 2019 for the annual CWRT Congress. Attendees will learn
strategies for recruitment and retention, governance, fundraising, marketing and
effective advocacy. Tours will also be available of the Missouri Civil War Museum,
Jefferson Barracks and Ulysses S. Grant National Historic Site.
This year’s event is sponsored by the Civil War Round Table of St. Louis and
the Missouri Civil War Museum. Featured speakers include Dr. John Bamberl of
the Scottsdale CWRT, Matt Borowick of Civil War News, Jay Jorgensen of the
R.E. Lee CWRT, Dr. Chris Mackowski of Emerging Civil War and Mike Movius of
the Puget Sound CWRT. More information and registration details are available
online at www.cwrtcongress.org
John Mason, former President of the TVCWRT, provides insight regarding
the 19th Century wars in Europe.
"In the middle of the 19th Century, Europe was trying it's best not to be torn
apart. In France, Louis Napoleon longed to recreate his uncle's lost empire. While
in Berlin, Otto von Bismarck worked fervently to unify the German states. Both
actions were antithetical to each other, and could only have one result: war.
Did you know that that war would dominate the politics of the continent for
the next 75 years? Come learn how it arose, how it was fought, and more
importantly, what it wrought on the rest of the world."
The OLLI term begins Sep 16, and the class itself will be on Wednesdays at
1300.
Check with John Mason for more details jdmason52@gmail.com

Board Reports
The 2019 Schedule of Speakers
This year the speakers describe the activity and leadership in the Western
Theater, and the aftermath of war in both North and South Alabama.
8-Aug, Paul Brueske, Battle of Mobile
12-Sep, Rebecca Davis/Dakota Cotton, Civil War Athens,
10-Oct, John Scales Annual Tour location Chattanooga
14-Nov, Peggy Towns, United States Colored Troops (USCT)
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TVCWRT Features
Book Reviews
Too Much for Human Endurance, the George Spangler
Farm Hospitals and the Battle of Gettysburg, by Ronald
D. Kirkwood, Savas Beatie, 395 pages, 2019. A Tennessee
Valley Civil War Round Table review by Arley McCormick.
Libraries, private and public, include shelves of books
dedicated to the Battle of Gettysburg. All the fighting at the
epic battle is documented in detail but the logistics and
medical services have yet to be fully explained and
documented. Mr. Kirkwood fills that void with “Too Much for
Human Endurance”.
Ronald D. Kirkwood is an award-winning writer and a
docent at the Spangler farm since it opened in 2013. In describing the
contribution of the Spangler farm, he introduces leaders, surgeons and
sergeants, and describes the ebbs and flow of the battle line as it applies to the
tenacious attempts to save soldiers’ lives. He includes 60 photos and 13 sketches
and maps with sufficient detail to clearly support his narrative.
Mr. Kirkwood describes the medical support that occurred on George
Spangler’s Farm and much more. There is no doubt the authors intent to detail
the medical support provided on the land associated with the farm and it’s
relation to the battle itself is fulfilled. His description of the support structure
amplified by numerous narratives provided by those that served as reluctant
patients and provides a description of death such as that of Confederate General
Lewis A. Armistead.
His narrative amplifies the status of medicine, sanitation, and the use of
chloroform to mitigate pain and anguish, allowing medical practitioners to apply
their skill to save lives. While the patients on the farm were principally from the
XI Corps. Other organizations were treated as well and the annexes detail the
biographies of surgeons, elements of the XI Corps, how the artillery reserve at
the battle was utilized, specifically the 2nd Connecticut Light Artillery, and an
accounting of the Spangler farm wounded and dead.
This is an excellent and very detailed look at the activities behind the battle
line fighting at Gettysburg and a rare description of the energy exerted to save
lives and support the tactical success of the Union Army at Gettysburg.
As an aside former President Richard Nixon placed flowers at his great-greatgreat grandfather’s grave in 1953 at Gettysburg.
Mr. Kirkland’s book is clearly an excellent addition to the Gettysburg story as
well as a detailed accounting of military medical practice in 1863.
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Attack at Daylight and Whip Them, the Battle of Shiloh
April 6 and 7, 1862. By Gregory A. Mertz, Savas Beatie,
Emerging Civil War Series, 169 pages, 2019, A Tennessee Valley
Civil War Round Table review by Arley McCormick
The Savas Beatie paperbacks referred to as the “Emerging
Civil War Series” are detailed guidebooks of the titled
Battlefields. Similar to previous publications in the series a
visitor to the site may drive the referenced route of the
battlefield and digest the key elements of the fight from the
perspective of both the Blue and the Gray.
Attack at Daylight and Whip Them, is focused on the leadership, tactical
decisions of the Battle of Shiloh on both armies and the impact of national
understanding of what the Civil War would become. It is an overview that
describes and illustrates the judgment most historians consider the most
insightful regarding the battle. It doesn’t challenge previous judgments but does
offer explanations regarding the decisions and the personalities of those that
made them.
The guide highlights the background leading to the battle, and the conflict
often written regarding Generals’ Albert Sydney Johnson and P.G. Beauregard,
General Lew Wallace, and Generals’ William Tecumseh Sherman and U.S. Grant.
Gregory Mertz also highlights notable participants and the order of battle is very
useful as well as the appendix listing other accounts of the Battle of Shiloh.
There are ample photographs, sketches, and maps to prepare the reader for an
interesting and informed visit to the battlefield.
I recommend this account of the Battle of Shiloh. It continues in the tradition
of the series to providing a simplified version of the battle with all the ingredients
needed to peak the enthusiasm of the Civil War novas and experienced student
alike.

Nooks and Crannies;
This month Emil continues exploring the Peninsula Campaign of 1862. The
LRT will began a deep dive into the Peninsula Campaign in June, with Emil being
the facilitator. He continues in July and gives a bit of prep to those that will
attend the LRT session. The LRT’s Peninsula series is slated to run through
October. For those that haven’t attended our LRT sessions, you are really
missing out! These are detailed descriptions, sometimes wrangling, over a wide
range of ACW topics. You ought to come and try them out!
All Roads Lead to Richmond
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Part 2: Up the Peninsula
(Continued from the June newsletter)
“Never, before or after, did the fates put such a prize within our reach.”
E. Porter Alexander, referring to the Battle of Glendale on June 30, 1862
The Union threat from the Shenandoah Valley was neutralized for the time
being, but the threat against Richmond still loomed. Lee, now in command of
the Army of Northern Virginia (AoNV, as Johnston’s Army of the Potomac was
renamed when Lee took command), called Maj. General Thomas Jonathan
“Stonewall” Jackson and his Army of the Valley to the peninsula. (Jackson’s
command retained this name until early August.)
Pushed Back – The Seven Days Battles
The opposing lines now settled into a lull, and despite the urging of his engineer
officers to advance toward Richmond and put the Chickahominy River behind
him, McClellan ordered his men to dig in. Some were close enough to Richmond
to set their pocket watches by the city’s church bells. For several weeks he
undertook no serious offensive. The weather continued to be bad with
intermittent heavy rain, but so it had been all along. He brought up siege
artillery and shifted troops. He conducted local attacks to push Lee back into
his fortifications. “[He] had in mind the capture of Richmond through siege
operations. As at Yorktown [and as would prove to be his want], he seemed to
recoil from the thought of a full and determined offensive.” 28 Despite having
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received two of McDowell’s divisions and enough replacements to bring the AoP
essentially back up to the strength it had been when it embarked for Fort
Monroe, he begged Washington for more troops, claiming the Confederate army
contained nearly 200,000 men,
rather than the 70,000 actually
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History of the Confederate States
Union cavalry brigade.
After
engaging, he turned his column
Army in the Civil War, 1861-1865, Dan C.
Fullerton; Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
and rode entirely around the AoP
University Press, 2017.)
(the first of two such cavalry rides during the Seven Days, with more to come as
the war progressed), raising havoc in the Union rear and embarrassing
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McClellan. He returned on June 15 with 165 prisoners, 260 mules, and valuable
information.31
Lee learned from Stuart that the Federal north flank was “in the air”, with only
Brig. General Fitz John Porter’s V Corps positioned north of the Chickahominy
– the others having shifted to the south side of the river. However, Stuart’s raid
also alerted McClellan to the danger. On June 18 he advised Porter and the navy
to plan and make ready to move the base to the James River. 32
Having started his three-division force toward Richmond, Jackson went ahead
to confer with Lee, Longstreet, and President Davis. Lee decided to concentrate
his offensive against V Corps, recently reinforced by Brig. General George
Archibald McCall’s division — making a total of some 20,000 men, north of the
Chickahominy near Beaver Dam Creek. Leaving Magruder and Huger with only
25,000 men south of the Chickahominy, the remaining Confederate forces —
some 60,000 in all — would move against Porter’s position near Mechanicsville.
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23 because of the Sabbath.) Despite Jackson’s efforts to cover his movement,
though, McClellan ascertained by June 24 that he was on the way. 33 Apparently
McClellan could not envision how the battle would develop, so he made no move
against Magruder or Huger.
Mechanicsville, a.k.a. Beaver Dam Creek and Ellerson’s Mill (June 26)
Jackson’s
troops,
the
maneuver element, were
advancing toward Porter’s
position by 3:00 am on June
26 but soon met Federal
skirmishers and roadblocks
in the swampy terrain. The
humidity wore down and
dehydrated Jackson’s men
who had not fully recovered
from the Valley Campaign
and
the
subsequent
movement to the Peninsula.
For them, June 26 was spent
marching, then into bivouac
at 5:00 pm at Totopotomoy
Creek some three miles
northeast of Mechanicsville,
without seeing the enemy or
firing a shot. Neither Lee nor
Jackson sent couriers or
staff officers to communicate
with each other that day, so
Lee was unaware of the Army
of the Valley’s slow progress.
Finally, at 3:00 pm, without
orders from Lee, A. P. Hill
Map created by Hal Jespersen
sent his men forward. The
attack was repulsed with great loss. They re-formed and attacked again, but it,
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too, failed. Darkness ended the fighting; Porter counted only 350 casualties
while inflicting some 1,300 on the Confederates.
That night, his commanders, expecting a renewed Confederate attack the
following day, urged McClellan to attack Magruder. He remained convinced that
an overwhelming Confederate army confronted him, so instead, he pulled
Porter’s men back two miles to a ridge behind Powhite Creek near Gaines’ Mill
overlooking the vital crossroads at both Old Cold Harbor and New Cold Harbor
and sent his trains and heavy artillery south of the Chickahominy. This involved
the movement overland of some 800,000 rations, thousands of wagons, and a
cattle herd. 34
Overall, Mechanicsville was a Union tactical victory. The AoNV suffered heavy
casualties but achieved none of their objectives due to flawed execution. Instead
of overwhelming the enemy's flank, only five brigades, about 15,000 men, saw
action. Their losses were almost 1,500 versus Porter's 360. Lee's staff recalled
that he was "deeply, bitterly disappointed" by Jackson's performance, but
communication breakdowns, poorly written orders from Lee, and bad judgment
by most of Lee's other subordinates were also to blame. Despite the Union
tactical success, however, it was the start of the unraveling of their campaign.
McClellan began withdrawing to the southeast and never regained the initiative.
35

Gaines Mill, a.k.a. Chickahominy River (June 27)
Lee and Jackson planned to renew their attack on June 27. While Lee’s
divisions approached Porter’s V Corps from the north, Jackson would move to
Old Cold Harbor and hit the Federals from the northeast.
The attacks on V Corps began at 2:00 pm with the divisions of Longstreet and
A. P. Hill, advancing against the Union center under heavy fire. D. H. Hill
subsequently committed his division on Longstreet’s left, but by 4:00 pm the
attacks had all been repulsed with heavy casualties. 36
Meanwhile two of Jackson’s divisions, under Maj. General Richard Stoddert
Ewell and Brig. General Charles Sydney Winder, finally got into position opposite
Porter’s right after a confused and circuitous march. They attacked at 4:30 pm
after repeated urging by Lee. Sykes held firm.
With the sun setting, Lee launched his entire force simultaneously against the
Federals to win the day by strength of numbers. By 6:30 pm he had amassed
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some 50,000 men to assault Porter’s line, the largest
single attack the AoNV would make in the war.
Spearheaded by Brig. General John Bell Hood’s
brigade, the Confederates swarmed toward the Union
position and broke into V Corps’ lines all along the
front, capturing much of Porter’s artillery. Increasing
darkness and a desperate Union charge by Brig.
General Philip St. George Cooke’s cavalry brigade
halted the Confederate advance, enabling the
Federals to withdraw from the field and march toward
the Chickahominy River bridges, which they
destroyed after crossing.
Maj. Gen. James Longstreet
Late on the night of June 27, McClellan, ill and
(Public Domain)
exhausted, directed that the army’s wagon trains
start south via the road passing White Oak Swamp, Glendale, and Malvern Hill
to Harrison’s Landing on the James River. The troops would follow in their wake.
He remained a passive figure, showing little offensive initiative and waiting for
Lee to dictate the events of the campaign. McClellan’s orders reflected this
mindset — he ordered his corps to begin the movement to the James the next
day, June 28, with Keyes’ in the lead, then Porter’s battered brigades, followed
by the rest of the army. The huge supply base at the White House plantation
near Eltham’s Landing was abandoned. 37
The Battle of Gaines’ Mill was the largest and bloodiest of the Seven Days
Battles and an unquestioned defeat for McClellan’s army, though not a decisive
one. Jackson’s slowness had been a major factor, but Lee, too, was at fault. He
had not coordinated his divisions effectively. As described by Esposito, “There
appears to be no valid explanation for Jackson’s dereliction, which frustrated
Lee’s entire plan. This was the first of four occasions within the next seven days
when Jackson would fail to display initiative, resourcefulness, or dependability
– the very qualities that were later to raise him to the stature of one of the
foremost military leaders.” 38
On the Union side, Porter had fought well unassisted for two days while
McClellan had held the remainder of the AoP virtually inactive. Porter suffered
almost 7,000 casualties, including 2,800 prisoners, and had to leave the field.
Lee’s army suffered some 9,000 men killed, wounded, and missing. Porter’s
retreat is what forced McClellan to change his logistical base to the James River.
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Unable to find a flank to get around, Lee's men instead had broken three
consecutive Union lines by direct attack.
They had won the first full-fledged Confederate victory in Virginia since First
Manassas. Gaines Mill was Lee's largest single attack of the war, and it was his
first victory. 40
39

Retreat to the James River
McClellan spent June 28 directing the movement of his supplies and trains
from Savage’s Station southward, leaving his corps commanders to plan and
execute their individual parts of
the retreat. His decision to retreat
made little sense. Only one of five
corps had been engaged that day
(albeit all had been engaged at
one time or another in the
campaign thus far), and it had
acquitted itself well. McDowell (I
Corps), Banks, and Frémont had
been formed into a new army
under Maj. General John Pope
Ruins of White House Landing, VA, after the
and given the mission to move
Federal abandonment
south and support McClellan.
Library of Congress
McClellan knew this, but his
excessive caution and concern about being outnumbered controlled his actions.
Meanwhile, Lee remained north of the Chickahominy with his main body,
probing to discover McClellan’s intentions. He sent Stuart east and south to
recon, but Stuart resorted again to raiding and was of little assistance for the
next three days. When late in the afternoon Lee discovered that the AoP was
moving south, he determined to catch it north of White Oak Swamp and Glendale
and defeat it in detail. Huger and Magruder were to attack the next day at
Savage’s Station, while Jackson’s troops harried the Union retreat from the
north. A. P. Hill and Longstreet moved their divisions across the Chickahominy
to strike the Union flank to the south. Poor staff work hindered Lee’s
understanding of the situation and hampered execution of his plans.
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Savage’s Station (June 29)
On June 29, the AoP continued its march toward the James. Porter’s V Corps
held Malvern Hill, while Keyes’ IV Corps extended the line north. II, III, and VI
Corps were at Savage’s Station on the Richmond and York River Railroad
covering the last withdrawal of the army’s stores. All
supplies that could not be moved were destroyed.
McClellan left behind thousands of men who were too
seriously ill or wounded to be moved. McClellan
himself rode south without designating a second in
command. Three battles were to be fought in the
coming days without McClellan’s presence or direction
(although you would not know that from McClellan’s
correspondence). 41
During the morning of June 29, Magruder advanced
east along the Williamsburg Road to probe the Union
line at Savage’s Station. Lee had ordered him to
attack and fix the Union rear guard in place while
Jackson’s army hit their northern flank and Huger
Maj. Gen. Benjamin Huger
moved southward toward White Oak Swamp. Instead,
Library of Congress
Magruder halted his men when they encountered the
first Federal outposts of Sumner’s II Corps. After wasting hours in a futile effort
to concentrate more troops, Magruder finally attacked Savage’s Station in the
late afternoon. After a short but sharp engagement, both sides disengaged.
Sumner’s troops also delayed Huger’s advance, while Jackson’s command
remained idle all day north of the river repairing bridges and did not get into the
fray – the third time in the campaign he failed. 42
The Confederates had missed a golden opportunity to hit McClellan’s retiring
column. Had Magruder attacked as ordered, he would have held a considerable
part of the Federal army in place and opened the way for Huger to get in its rear.
Instead, he fought only mixed elements of II and VI Corps. Federal command
confusion had opened up gaps in the line after Heintzelman 43 had decided on
his own initiative to withdraw III Corps in the afternoon, and (unbeknownst to
Franklin) McClellan had acceded to Slocum’s request to withdraw his division
late in the day. Having escaped from a precarious position, the Federals spent
the night retiring southward in a rainstorm.
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Glendale, a.k.a Frayser’s Farm (June 30)
The road to the James River headed south from
Savage’s Station for five miles before crossing White
Oak Swamp two miles
north of the Glendale
crossroads.
All Federal
troops and trains had to
pass the intersection and
travel south along the
Willis
Church
Road.
Brig. Gen. Samuel P.
Congestion necessitated
Heintzelman
Library of Congress
a pause at Glendale on
June 30. McClellan set up a defense of two divisions
under General Franklin covering the White Oak
Swamp, posting the rest of his available troops west of
Maj. Gen, Edwin V. Sumner
Library of Congress
Glendale to defend the road network. He issued no
further orders and rode south to the James. At 4:00 pm, he boarded the gunboat
Galena on the James River, effectively abdicating battlefield control of the AoP.
By seniority, General Sumner was in charge at Glendale.44
Hoping to capture the stalled Union supply trains and cut off Franklin from
the rest of the AoP, Lee sent Magruder and the division of Maj. Gen. Theophilus
H. Holmes southward toward Malvern Hill while A. P. Hill, Longstreet, Huger,
and Jackson converged on the Glendale intersection. The plan miscarried.
Cannon fire from Union batteries on Malvern Hill and gunboats on the James
repulsed Holmes, while Magruder spent the day marching and countermarching
in response to changing orders from Lee. Huger found the Charles City Road
blocked by trees felled by Union pioneers, spent the day cutting a new path
through thick forest, and took no part in the battle.
Jackson likewise moved cautiously, and his advance stalled at White Oak
Swamp, about two miles north of the intersection. This left only the divisions of
A. P. Hill and Longstreet advancing up the Darbytown and Long Bridge roads
toward Glendale, where fierce fighting erupted between the attackers and the
Union divisions of Brig. Generals Kearny, Hooker, and McCall. Thanks to
Jackson’s passivity, Sumner was eventually able to transfer Sedgwick’s division
from White Oak Swamp to Glendale to reinforce. Heavy fighting continued until
8:30 pm, but when darkness fell, the intersection remained in Union hands.
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During the night, Sumner withdrew three miles down the Willis Church Road to
Malvern Hill.
Again Esposito, “Huger’s timidity, Magruder’s vacillation, and Jackson’s
lethargy – plus poor staff work and the difficulties of concentrating forces directly
on the field of battle – combined to thwart [Lee’s] intentions. Huger, slowed by
obstructions placed by Union troops…made no attempt to move by other roads
and failed to participate in the battle. Magruder, undecided whether to support
Holmes or Longstreet (Lee had specified the former), marched and
countermarched without actually supporting either. Jackson, again dawdling,
spent the entire day north of the creek, making feeble efforts to cross and attack
Franklin.” 45
Malvern Hill, a.k.a Poindexter’s Farm (July 1)
After being dispersed for days in retreat, the AoP was now fused into one
compact mass on the northern end of Malvern Hill,
with Porter’s V Corps holding the left and center, and
Brig. General Darius N. Couch’s IV Corps division and
Sumner’s entire II Corps to the right and right rear.
Open ground several hundred yards to their front gave
the Union troops excellent fields of fire.
After
inspecting the line in the morning, McClellan retired
to a Navy ship along the James River where he would

Maj. Gen. Fitz John Porter
Library of Congress

White Oak Swamp, 1860s

remain for most of the day.
He turned over control of the
field to Porter, despite the
fact that Sumner outranked
Porter. 46
Central to the Union
defense was Brig. General
Henry
Jackson
Hunt’s
reserve artillery, combined
18
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with the various corps and divisional artillery batteries, totaling 107 cannons.
Hunt set up an intricate fire plan that allowed him to concentrate 30 or more
cannons onto one target. Most of the Union gunners under Hunt’s control were
highly trained regular artillerists.
The AoNV, too, was converging. This would be the first time in the Seven Days
that it was united on the same field. It approached Malvern Hill on July 1 from
three directions. Holmes’ division skirmished along the River Road, while
Magruder’s command came onto the field from the northwest via Carter’s Mill
Road. Jackson’s men marched via the Willis Church Road and deployed
northeast of the Federal line. Lee planned a converging attack on the Federals
and wanted to use his artillery to first soften up the position. The fire of Hunt’s
cannon suppressed many of the Southern batteries, and infantry probes toward
Malvern Hill met with bloody repulses. Confederate shelling, however, had a
cumulative effect. Most of their cannon fire overshot the main Union battle line,
striking their infantry reserves. The situation caused Sumner to pull his infantry
back to a sheltered swale and to order Porter to follow suit. Porter refused to
abide by Sumner’s command and instead shifted some of his troops along the
line to take the place of Sumner’s departing regiments.
Lee witnessed these movements and interpreted them as a Federal retreat.
Several of his subordinates also reported the same information, prompting Lee
to order an immediate attack. Lee envisioned a grand coordinated assault, but
it did not develop as expected. The Southern attacks were uncoordinated and
piecemeal (first by D. H. Hill, then Jackson, and finally Huger), and suffered high
losses from the combined salvos of Hunt’s batteries. A. P. Hill and Longstreet
never entered the fray.
By dark the battle lines had stabilized back in their starting positions, although
firing continued into the night.
Just before 9:00 pm, Porter reported to McClellan: “We have driven the enemy
beyond the battlefield ... we will hold our own and advance if you wish.” Instead
McClellan, true to form, concerned about Stuart’s cavalry operating east of
Malvern Hill and threatening communications between that point and the
James, ordered a retreat to Harrison’s Landing, nine miles from Malvern Hill.
The Federals withdrew during the night, and by dawn only a small rearguard
force of cavalry and infantry held the hill. Confederate casualties at Malvern Hill
were about 5,600, while the Union lost 3,000 men. 47
Malvern Hill was the last of the Seven Days Battles. In the week of June 25
through July 1, some 85,000 Confederates and 90,000 Federals battled outside
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the Confederate capital; the fighting cost 20,000 Confederate casualties against
16,000 losses for the Union. “I doubt whether more severe battles have ever
been fought,” wrote McClellan although he personally witnessed little of the
action. 48 Lee’s troops followed the retreating Federals and reconnoitered
McClellan’s position at Harrison’s Landing. A probe by Stuart’s cavalry
demonstrated the strength of the Union defenses, and Lee opted not to attack.
The Confederates pulled back to the vicinity of Malvern Hill, exhausted and
bloodied but successful in their bid to protect Richmond. Although bloodied, the
AoP was still strong, albeit somewhat demoralized by the withdrawal from
Malvern Hill. It remained at Harrison’s Landing until mid-August, when it was
moved back to the Washington area.
The Road Forward
Union failures in the Shenandoah Valley and the Virginia Peninsula led
President Lincoln to reevaluate the war and the men leading it. Clearly, the
conflict was going to be longer and harder than everyone had hoped, and if the
Union was to prevail it would have to resort to more stringent measures. The
War Department had stopped recruiting in May feeling confident that victory was
near, but after realizing this mistake President Lincoln called for an additional
300,000 volunteers in July. Meanwhile, Radical Republican politicians in
Congress began pushing for tougher measures against the Confederate States.
Some even suggested that McClellan’s timidity in the field and his orders to
respect the property of rebellious civilians bordered on treason. 49
Lincoln made two important decisions about the war’s conduct. On July 11,
he appointed Maj. General Henry Wager Halleck as general in chief of the Army,
rebuffing McClellan’s desire to be reinstated to that post. Halleck was a noted
soldier-scholar who had been connected with several victorious campaigns in the
Western Theater (encompassing Pea Ridge, Island No. 10, Forts Henry and
Donelson, Shiloh, and Corinth), although he was not what soldiers would call a
“battlefield general.” He assumed his new duties on July 22, 1862.
Convinced by the miscarried Shenandoah Campaign of the disadvantages of
divided command, President Lincoln made another change in the summer of
1862: he consolidated Union forces in the Shenandoah Valley and Northern
Virginia into the Army of Virginia. To command the new army, he appointed
Maj. General John Pope, a Kentuckian with a reputation for aggressiveness and
a solid combat record in the Western Theater.
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Analysis
During the spring and summer of 1862, the Union Army fought some of its
largest battles to date in Virginia. The Union soldiers often fought well, but
erratic senior leadership hobbled their operations and led to defeat. Poor
coordination and communication hampered Union efforts in the Shenandoah
Valley, while McClellan’s unsteady direction of the Richmond campaign had
created opportunities for Confederate victory. Nevertheless, the AoP generally
remained confident in McClellan.
President Lincoln’s tenure as commander in chief from March 11 to July 22
stands as one of the few times in American history when a president has
exercised direct operational control over US forces. It proved to be a failure as
Jackson skillfully eluded the Federal net and distracted the War Department
during a critical phase of McClellan’s advance on Richmond, with negative effects
on the AoP’s operations and McClellan’s state of mind. To his credit, Lincoln
realized his limitations and, in July, took steps to rectify the situation.
Even with President Lincoln’s mishandling of the broader situation, the AoP
could have seriously endangered Richmond if McClellan had moved with alacrity.
As it was, the Peninsula Campaign was a tragic comedy of errors – more so on
the Union side, but on both.
One must wonder at the basic strategy of the campaign. A case can be made
that an amphibious turning movement starting with a landing at Urbanna was
operationally sound provided it was accompanied by a bold thrust towards
Richmond in order to get between it and Johnston’s Army of the Potomac and
then fighting Johnston on ground of McClellan’s choosing. (Support from I Corps
moving overland from Centreville would have been most helpful, but even the
threat of such a coordinated movement would have affected Johnston’s planning
and dispositions.) Of course, robust campaigning and rapidly capitalizing on
fluid battlefield situations were not among McClellan’s strengths, despite his
braggadocio.
Once Johnston pulled his army south in anticipation of such a flanking move,
McClellan’s decision to move the landing point to Fort Monroe versus a direct
overland movement of the AoP southward from Centreville is questionable. East
of the Chickahominy the Virginia Peninsula was narrow and constricted,
unsuitable to rapid maneuver against an entrenched enemy unless one had
control of either or both the York and James rivers, which McClellan did not – a
situation he did not appreciate until he himself arrived at Fort Monroe on April
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2, a thoroughly surprising failure in planning given its importance. Add to this
the problem of moving supplies forward over the few country roads – a problem
made even more problematic by the often-torrential spring rains and resulting
mud. (McClellan’s correspondence during this period is replete with mentions
and consternation.) Even when the peninsula widens, the Chickahominy and
its swampy tributaries obstruct the eastern approach to Richmond.
It eventuated that McClellan took a month to prepare to besiege and capture
Yorktown, allowing Johnston time to relocate his army to confront McClellan and
contest his approach to Richmond. Advancing methodically, McClellan would
take almost two months before finally pressing the rebels into their works in
front of Richmond. Closing the ring, two Union corps moved south of the
Chickahominy and were then cut off when rain swelled the river. Johnston
attacked the isolated corps on May 31 at Seven Pines. The attack stalled
McClellan’s advance, but Johnston was wounded and replaced by Lee – an iconic
command shift that changed the nature of the war in Virginia for the next two
years.
Seven Pines rattled McClellan. His advance stalled for almost the entire month
of June while Lee fortified Richmond in order to free troops for a counterattack.
Lee seized the initiative on June 26 with a series of daily attacks culminating at
Malvern Hill on July 1. McClellan retreated southeast after each fight, and after
Malvern Hill, with both sides exhausted, the campaign was effectively over.
McClellan had spent over eight months preparing the AoP for active campaigning
50 (a task for which he is justly recognized), moved it to Fort Monroe via water
transport, then took two months getting it to the gates of Richmond, whereupon
his offensive stalled for four weeks. Lee spent that four weeks reorganizing the
Confederate (Johnston’s) Army of the Potomac into the AoNV (while in contact
with the AoP, no less) in preparation for assuming the offensive and then in seven
days destroyed McClellan’s campaign. From our vantagepoint in time, McClellan
had good reason to be rattled.
Meanwhile, Lincoln brought Pope from the Western Theater to take command
of a new army outside Washington. Christened the Army of Virginia on June 26,
this new force was intended to move south and draw pressure from McClellan,
but never did. On August 3, McClellan was ordered to abandon his campaign,
leave the Peninsula, and combine forces with Pope. Pope’s primary objective
became protecting Washington until joined by the AoP.
McClellan was charismatic, dashing, and gave all outward appearances of
being a strong, dashing, competent military leader – until the fighting started.
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His strengths were in organization, training, and
securing the loyalty of his soldiers. Overshadowing
these strengths were his compelling weaknesses of
character — vain, defensive, self-aggrandizing,
paranoid,51 avoiding responsibility and deflecting
blame, trouble making field command decisions,
overly cautious, delusional when it came to
estimating enemy strength (delusions exacerbated by
the spurious, continual inflated intelligence reports
from Allan Pinkerton, head of the Union Intelligence
Service at the time), and perceiving conspiracies by
Pinkerton with President
those above him. Overall, “a cautious, timorous
Lincoln and Maj. Gen. John A.
man...frightened by war”. 52 And he was political to
McClernand
Wikipedia
a fault. He fared well with President Lincoln in 1861,
became his nemesis in 1862, and his political foe in 1864.
Longstreet’s performance was mixed. He did well in command of the rearguard
for Johnston’s withdrawal up the peninsula after evacuating Yorktown. At
Williamsburg, Johnston reported he was “a mere spectator, for General
Longstreet’s clear head and brave heart left me no apology for interference.” 53
But at Seven Pines, in command of fifteen brigades, he delayed, caused
confusion, and altered orders. He does not deserve all of the blame for this
defeat, but likely deserves the majority of it. As deduced by John Mason, “In his
defense, Longstreet was new to division command, never mind commanding
what amounted to a corps in a major assault across terrain that could best be
described as unfriendly. Had he been simply commanded his division, his
actions might have been acceptable. Unfortunately, this is not the case.
Longstreet had been given command of the entire right wing of the Confederate
army and entrusted with a plan that required coordination and cooperation. He
facilitated neither.” 54 Longstreet went on to perform well at Gaines’ Mill and
Glendale, exceeding Jackson’s performance, but not so well at Malvern Hill –
cockily underestimating the strength of the Union position on Malvern Hill and
overestimating Lee’s artillery strategy. At the end of the day, though, the
Confederate defeat was not Longstreet’s fault. It was Lee’s ineffective control
over his commanders. 55
Jackson’s performance was the most problematic of the senior Confederate
commanders in the Seven Days because, historically anyway, more was expected
of him. For most of the time, he wasn’t where he was supposed to be when he
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was supposed to be there; and, from all reports, he was ineffectual, listless and
confused. There were various reasons for this – ambiguous orders in some cases,
moving his troops in unfamiliar territory in a fast-paced offensive, and personal
nuance such as his respect for the Sabbath – but the primary reason seems to
have been fatigue. He had been actively campaigning throughout March, April
and May in the Shenandoah Valley, shifted his main force to the AoNV in midJune, traveled ahead to coordinate with Lee, and then thrown into action in the
Seven Days upon arrival. “Leaving his soldiers en route, Jackson met with Lee
at his headquarters east of Richmond on June 23, along with the generals A.P.
Hill, D.H. Hill (no relation) and James Longstreet, to work out the details of Lee’s
plan for the campaign. To get there, Jackson traveled 52 miles in a mere 14
hours…[When t]he conference concluded, Jackson rode 40 miles through the
rainy night to rejoin his troops and prepare for battle.” 56 One wonders how he
was able to manage it at all.
The Seven Days was a turning point in the Eastern Theater. Lee had taken
command and, within a matter of days, struck Union forces to move them away
from Richmond. With his assumption of command, the war changed; it took a
new course for the next two years. He would henceforth shape the contours of
campaigns. He exerted the most influence on the one on the battlefield and in
the theater, he would force upon this opponents what he wanted to do to them.
57

I dove into the Peninsula Campaign to follow Jackson (as we will continue to
do in future articles), but the larger story of the campaign really is McClellan.
Jackson did what he did, as did Lee and Longstreet. Each were still developing
their skills, and each would achieve new heights in coming battles and
campaigns. McClellan, though, was fully formed by this point, his weaknesses
in full bloom if not fatally apparent yet to Washington. He, truly, was the central
figure, the principal dramatis personae, on the Peninsula.
“I know that a few thousand men more would have changed this battle from a
defeat to a victory – as it is the Govt must not & cannot hold me responsible for
the result.
“I feel too earnestly tonight – I have seen too many dead & wounded comrades to
feel otherwise than that the Govt has not sustained this Army. If you do not do
so now, the game is lost.
“If I save this Army now I tell you plainly that I owe no thanks to you or any
other persons in Washington – you have done your best to sacrifice this Army.”
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McClellan to Stanton, early morning hours June 28, 1862 (following the Battle of
Gaines Mill) 58

Many thanks to Jeff Ewing, John Mason, and Arley McCormick for their valuable
guidance and editorial support. --Emil
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to President Jefferson Davis on June 5, Lee expressed his concerns
about a passive defense. Instead, he explained, ‘I am preparing a line that I can
hold with part of our forces in front, while with the rest I will endeavor to make a
diversion to bring McClellan out. He sticks under his batteries & is working day &
night.’” “Robert E. Lee and the Seven Days”, Hallowed Ground, Spring 1999,
https://www.battlefields.org/learn/articles/peninsula-campaign.
30

Kolakowski, 34.

J.E.B.
Stuart
Rides
Around
https://historyengine.richmond.edu/episodes/view/5348.
31

McClellan,

Esposito, Map 44.
This was the subject of a telegram from McClellan to Stanton the night of June
24. The Civil War Papers of George B. McClellan : Selected Correspondence 18601865, Stephen W. Sears ed.; New York: Ticknor & Fields, 1989; 308.
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Angiolillo, 13.

35 To

the Gates of Richmond: The Peninsula Campaign, Sears; 208.

James “Old Pete” Longstreet, senior lieutenant general of the Confederate army,
was born in Edgefield district, South Carolina, on January 8, 1821. He graduated
from West Point in 1842. He served in various Indian campaigns and won two
brevets for gallantry in Mexico. At the time of his resignation from the army on
June 1, 1861, he was a major. Appointed brigadier general in the Confederate
army on June 17, 1861, he fought at first Manassas the following month period he
was promoted Major General on October 7th, 1861, and rendered distinguished
(albeit somewhat inconsistent) service in the Peninsula campaign, Second
Manassas, and Sharpsburg (Antietam). He was made lieutenant general from
36
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October 9, 1862. He served at Fredericksburg but missed Chancellorsville while
on detached duty south of the James River. He commanded the right wing at
Gettysburg, where his performance was subject to later controversy.
At
Chickamauga in September 1863, he has largely responsible for the Confederate
victory, but was unsuccessful in a subsequent attempt to take Knoxville. He was
severely wounded by friendly fire in the Wilderness on May 6, 1864. He rejoined
his command before Petersburg and was with Lee at Appomattox. Having called
him his “Old War Horse”,Longstreet and Lee parted ways on April 12,
1865. Longstreet moved to New Orleans, and the two men never saw each other
again. After the war he settled in New Orleans and became a Republican and a
personal friend of Grant., who as president made him US minister to Turkey in
1880. He as also the commissioner of Pacific railroads under Presidents McKinley
and Roosevelt, from 1897 to 1904. He died at Gainesville, Georgia on January 2,
1904, the last of the high command of the Confederacy. He is buried Alta Vista
Cemetery in Gainesville, Georgia. Generals in Gray, Warner, 192-193.
37

Kolakowski, 41.
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Esposito, Map 45.
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“Robert E. Lee and the Seven Days”, Hallowed Ground, Spring 1999; op. cit.

40

Esposito, ibid.

41

Esposito, Map 46.

42 Benjamin

Huger was born in Charleston, South Carolina on November 22, 1805.
He graduated from West Point in the class of 1825 and had a distinguished career
in the US Army including command of a number of US arsenals, membership on
the Ordnance Board, and the post of chief of ordnance under General Winfield
Scott in Mexico, for which service he received the brevets of major, lieutenant
colonel, and colonel. After the fall of Fort Sumter, he resigned his commission to
enter the service of the Confederacy and was appointed brigadier general on June
17, 1861, and major general on October 7. Placed in command of the Department
of Norfolk in May 1861, he believed himself too weak to withstand attack.
Accordingly, he dismantled his fortifications, destroyed much of the Gosport Navy
Yard and facilities in nearby Portsmouth, and evacuated the city in May 1862. He
commanded a division at Seven Pines and during the Seven Days battles, but his
record of accomplishment left much to be desired. He was harshly criticized,
leading to an investigation in the Confederate Congress. Relieved of field
command on July 12, 1862, he was assigned as Inspector General of artillery and
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ordinance, his proper sphere. He served in this capacity until the close of the war,
mostly in the Trans-Mississippi Theater. He died in Charleston, South Carolina on
December 7, 1877, and is buried in Green Mount Cemetery, Baltimore. Generals
in Gray, Warner, 143-144.
Samuel Peter Heintzelman was born in Manheim, Pennsylvania, on September
30, 1805. At the age of 17 he was appointed to W3tpoint and graduated in 1826
in the same class as Albert Sidney Johnson. From his graduation until the
Mexican-American War he engaged mainly in routine garrison duties and in
recruiting and quartermaster service. In 1847-48 he won the brevet of major for
gallantry at Huamantla and that of lieutenant colonel in 1851 for his services in
the Southwest. He was commissioned colonel of the newly authorized 17 th
Infantry on May 14, 1861, and three days later, brigadier general of volunteers
with promotion to major general to rank from May 5, 1862. His star rose and fell
in the Peninsula, described by Bruce Catton as “He somehow just missed being
an effective corps commander.” At First Bull Run he was wounded, and his
division driven from the field despite heroic efforts to rally it. At Yorktown, where
he commanded III Corps, he advised McClellan that an assault on comparatively
weak opposition would be impracticable. At Seven Pines he accomplished little,
and so it went. After Second Bull Run, he was employed successively in command
of portions of the Washington defenses, the Northern Department, and on courtmartial duty. When peace came, he commanded in Texas for a time and then
served on various boards until his retirement the rank of major general in 1860.
After briefly engaging in business in New York, he resided in Washington until his
death on May 1, 1880. He was buried at Forest Lawn Cemetery in Buffalo, New
York. Generals in Blue, Warner, 227-228.
43

44 Edwin

Vose Sumner was the oldest corps commander in the Civil War. Born on
January 30, 1797, in Boston, his antecedents dated back to the very beginning of
the settlement in Massachusetts. He was commissioned directly into the Army in
1819 as a lieutenant in the 2nd Infantry. He was known as “Bull Head” or simply
“Bull” because a musket ball allegedly bounced off his head. He became a captain
of dragoons in 1833 and a major in 1846, serving chiefly on the Indian frontier.
He was distinguished in Mexico, receiving the brevets of lieutenant colonel and
colonel, and a regular promotion to lieutenant colonel in 1848. He continued to
serve in the West and became colonel of the 1st Cavalry in 1855. In 1861, upon
the dismissal of General David E. Twiggs from the service, Sumner was appointed
to succeed him as one of the three Regular Army brigadiers. He had previously
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been Lt. General Scott’s choice to accompany President-elect Lincoln from
Springfield to Washington. When the corps organizations were established in the
AoP, he was given command of II Corps, which he led in the Peninsula Campaign,
during which he was wounded twice and extolled by McClellan for “extreme
gallantry” and “judgment and energy”. He was breveted major general for his
performance during the Battle of Seven Pines and advanced to major general of
volunteers on July 16 to rank from May 5. He participated in the battles of
Antietam and Fredericksburg, but upon the accession of Maj. General Joseph
Hooker to command of the AoP, Sumner asked to be relieved of command.
Assigned to the Department of Missouri, he died while in route there at Syracuse,
New York, on March 21, 1863, and was buried in Oakwood Cemetery, Syracuse.
Generals in Blue, Warner, 489-490.
45

Esposito, Map 47.

Fitz John Porter was born August 31, 1822, in Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Despite coming from a naval family, he entered West Point in 1841. He graduated
in 1845, ranking eighth in his class. Providing distinguished service in Mexico, he
was brevetted to captain and major for gallantry under Scott. From 1849 until
1855, Porter was assistant instructor of artillery at West point, and from 1857 until
1860, he served as Albert Sydney Johnston’s adjutant in the Utah expedition. At
the outbreak of the Civil War he was in Washington and was immediately
commissioned colonel of the 15th Regular Infantry and on August 7, to rank from
May 17, he was made brigadier general of volunteers. After service as chief of
staff to Maj. General Robert Patterson in the Shenandoah Valley, McClellan
brought him to Washington to assist in the training of the AoP. This began a long,
loyal relationship between the two, described by John Hay in a letter to John G.
Nicolay in August 1885 as “the most magnificent soldier in the Army of the
Potomac, ruined by his devotion to McClellan.” As commander of V Corps he
“demonstrated some of the finest defensive fighting of the war at Mechanicsville
and Gaines’ Mill.” After Malvern Hill, he was made a major general of volunteers
and breveted a Regular brigadier general. After departing the Peninsula, V Corps
was transferred to Pope’s Army of Virginia. Porter loathed Pope and went on
record as such. This came back to haunt him after Second Bull Run when he was
brought up on charges by Pope of disloyalty, disobedience, and misconduct in the
face of the enemy. He was relieved of command after Antietam, placed in arrest,
and tried by a military commission. He was found guilty, controversially, and
dismissed from the army on January 21, 1863. He spent the rest of his life in an
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effort to vindicate his name. Sixteen years later a board headed by General John
M. Schofield completely exonerated him and recommended he be restored to rank.
By this time the case had become a political issue and it was not until 1886 that
President Cleveland signed a bill that restored his name to the roll as a colonel of
infantry to rank from May 14, 1861. Porter died at his home in Morristown, New
Jersey, on May 21, 1901, and was buried in Green Wood Cemetery, Brooklyn.
Generals in Blue, Warner, 378-380.
47

Kolakowski , 46.

48 Telegram

to Brig. General Lorenzo Thomas, Adjutant General of the Army, on the
evening of July 1; Civil War Papers, Sears, 323.
49

Kolakowski , 47.

The AoP began, although not be name, when McClellan assumed command of
the Military Division of the Potomac on July 27, 1861. There followed a period of
change, during which the three-month volunteer forces were replaced by regiments
that had enlisted for three-year service, and during the time all military operations
were discontinued. The AoP and the Department of the Potomac were created
August 17, 1861, and McClellan was assigned. He assumed command August 20
and continued the reorganization, training, and preparations of the AoP. Welcher,
243-244.
50

See a detailed analysis in Partners in Command: The Relationships Between
Leaders in the Civil War, Joseph T. Glatthaar; New York: The Free Press, 1994;
“Appendix: McClellan’s Tragic Flaws in the Light of Modern Psychology”, 237-242.
51

Russel F. Weigley, as quoted in Controversies and Commanders: Dispatches
from the Army of the Potomac, Stephen W. Sears; Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1999, 19.
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“James Longstreet”, https://www.battlefields.org/learn/biographies/jameslongstreet.
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54 “James

Longstreet and the Misunderstanding at Seven Pines, May 31 – June 1,
1862”, John Mason, unpublished.
55 To

the Gates of Richmond, Sears, 308-336.

“Where Was Stonewall?”, Ben Cleary, New York Times, June 22, 2012,
https://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/06/22/where-was-stonewall/
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Jeffrey Wert, A Glorious Army: Robert E. Lee's Triumph, 1862-1863,
https://www.c-span.org/video/?300120-1/a-glorious-army-robert-e-leestriumph-1862-1863.
57

Shocked by the concluding paragraph (“If I save this Army now…”), Edward S.
Sanford, head of the War Department’s telegraphic office, had the deciphered
telegram recopied without this sentence before delivering it to Secretary of War
Stanton. Civil War Papers, Sears, 323.
58

TVCWRT Little Round Table (LRT) Discussion and Schedule,
2019 by JR Ewing, LRT lead.
The June LRT kicked off what David Lady called a “deep dive” into the
Peninsula Campaign. What that means is that we will have five meetings devoted
to that lengthy but ultimately unsuccessful operation to capture the Confederate
capital in 1862. Emil Posey led the June discussion which focused on George
McClellan's efforts to shift his army from Washington D. C. to the area of Fort
Monroe on the eastern tip of the Virginia peninsula. The program concluded
with a discussion of the successful delaying action at Yorktown which provided
the time General Joe Johnston needed to shift his army south from the
Rappahannock River and counter McClellan's advance toward Richmond. The
July meeting will conclude the action at Yorktown and then move on to the
battles at Williamsburg and Fair Oaks.
Take a glance at the schedule for 2019. There is time to jump in and
learn a lot.
July 25, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 2- Battles of Williamsburg, Fair Oaks; Emil
Posey lead.
August 22, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 3- Jackson in the Valley, how he
influenced the Peninsula Campaign; Lead Needed
September 26, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 4- Federal response to Jackson’s
success, The Army of Virginia; Lead Needed
October 27, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 5- Lee takes charge; both sides fortify
and Feds emplace the siege guns; Stuart’s Ride; Led Needed
December 12, 2019 - The Most Important New Weapon of the American Civil War; Led by
Mark Hubb
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Many Thanks!
At left, April Harris, TVCWRT President thanks John Carter
for his presentation.
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